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Macromolecular crowding affects biophysical processes as diverse as diffusion, gene expression,
cell growth, and senescence. Yet, there is no comprehensive understanding of how crowding affects
reactions, particularly multivalent binding. Herein, we use scaled particle theory and develop a
molecular simulation method to investigate the binding of monovalent to divalent biomolecules. We
find that crowding can increase or reduce cooperativity—the extent to which the binding of a second
molecule is enhanced after binding a first molecule—by orders of magnitude, depending on the sizes
of the involved molecular complexes. Cooperativity generally increases when a divalent molecule
swells and then shrinks upon binding two ligands. Our calculations also reveal that, in some cases,
crowding enables binding that does not occur otherwise. As an immunological example, we consider
Immunoglobulin G-antigen binding and show that crowding enhances its cooperativity in bulk but
reduces it when an Immunoglobulin G binds antigens on a surface.

Introduction. The intracellular space of living cells is
crowded by biomacromolecules—in E. coli, for instance,
up to 44% [1–3]. These macromolecular “crowders” can
affect biophysical processes through the volume they ex-
clude: crowding [4–7] can hinder diffusion [8–10], pro-
mote association reactions [11–13], shift equilibria in the
direction of smaller and more spherical conformations
of reacting species [14, 15], enhance or reduce enzyme-
catalysed reactions [16–19], etc. As a result, crowding
affects physiological processes like senescence [20], gene
regulation [21], and cell growth [22].

Biochemical reactions often involve macromolecules
with more than one binding site [23–26]. Examples
of multivalent binding include hemoglobin binding four
oxygen molecules [27, 28], antibodies binding two anti-
gens [29], the condensation of multivalent intrinsically-
disordered proteins [30, 31], and multivalent binding in
synthetic systems [32, 33]. Multivalent binding can be co-
operative, meaning that the association constant of each
further binding step is larger than that of the previ-
ous step [23, 34]. Cooperative systems show “on-off be-
havior” where multivalent molecules change from being
unbound to being fully bound upon slight changes in,
e.g., ligand concentration or temperature; noncoopera-
tive systems behave more gradually. Correspondingly,
the concentration of partly-bound multivalent particles
is smaller for more cooperative binding reactions. One
speaks of allosteric cooperativity when the binding in-
teractions are intermolecular, as is the case, for instance,
with oxygen-hemoglobin binding. Conversely, the coop-
erativity of intramolecular interactions is called chelate
[25].

Despite the biological importance of molecules with
multiple binding sites, how crowding affects multiva-

lent binding is yet to be investigated theoretically (see,
however, ref. [35]). Herein, we use scaled particle the-
ory (SPT) and develop a general molecular simulation
method to study how physiologically relevant crowding
conditions affect divalent binding. We find that crowd-
ing can enhance or reduce cooperativity depending on the
size differences between reactants and products, in some
cases enabling divalent binding per se. With molecular
simulations of a coarse-grained Immunoglobulin G (IgG)
model, we show that IgG-antigen binding cooperativity
depends sensitively on whether it occurs in bulk or on a
surface.
Divalent binding. We consider a divalent molecule

AA that reversibly binds two B molecules (Fig. 1a),

AA + B
2 K1−−−⇀↽−−− AA ·B , (1a)

AA ·B + B
1
2 K2−−−⇀↽−−− AA ·B2 , (1b)

where K1 and K2 are equilibrium constants of the in-
dividual binding events. We denote by [AA] and [B ]
the equilibrium concentrations of unbound AA and B
molecules and by [AA]T = [AA]+[AA ·B ]+[AA ·B2 ] and
[B ]T = [B ] + [AA ·B ] + 2[AA ·B2 ] their total concentra-
tions, where [AA ·B ] and [AA ·B2 ] are the equilibrium
concentrations of AA ·B and AA ·B2 complexes. The
reaction-rate equations associated with Eq. (1) are a
set of four coupled ordinary differential equations for
the time-dependent concentrations of the four molecular
species. At steady state, these equations can be reduced
to a single cubic equation for [AA ·B ] (see ref. [24]) or [B ]
(see ref. [36, 37]) in terms of K1, K2, [AA]T , and [B ]T .
The solutions to these cubic equations then allow one to
find the concentrations of the other species (Sect. S1 in
[38]).
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FIG. 1. Divalent binding with crowding dependence through SPT theory. (a) Schematic of a divalent molecule
AA that binds two monovalent molecules B, indicating the sizes of the different macromolecular complexes. (b) Heat map of
log(α/α0) plotted in the plane of δR1/RAA and δR2/RAA for an occupied volume fraction ϕ = 40 %, AA size RAA = 6 nm,
and crowder size Rc = 5.1 nm (corresponding to Ficoll 70, a typical synthetic crowder). The coloured numbers (1-4) indicate
the values of δR1 = ±0.1RAA and δR2 = ±0.1RAA used in the other panels. (c) Dependence of [AA ·B2 ] and [AA ·B ] on the
concentration of B molecules. The concentration [B ]T /[AA]T = 10 and δR1 = −δR2 = 0.1RAA (point 2 in panel (b)). (d)
The width and position of the [AA ·B2 ] profile (cf. panel (c)) for [B ]T /[AA]T = 10 and for four combinations of δR1 = ±0.1
and δR2 ± 0.1 corresponding to the points in panel (b). (e) Dependence of [AA ·B2 ] and [AA ·B ] on the concentration of B
molecules for [B ]T /[AA]T = 0.1 and δR1 = −δR2 = 0.1RAA (point 2 in panel (b)).

If the above reaction happens among chemically inert
crowders, the association constants amount to

K1 (ϕ) =
1

2

[AA ·B ]

[AA][B ]
= K1 (0)

γAAγB
γAA ·B

, (2a)

K2 (ϕ) = 2
[AA ·B2 ]

[AA ·B ][B ]
= K2 (0)

γAA ·BγB
γAA ·B2

, (2b)

where ϕ is the volume fraction occupied by crow-
ders and γi is the activity coefficient of species i ∈
{AA,B ,AA ·B ,AA ·B2}. We use the allosteric cooper-
ativity factor α = K2/K1 [23] and speak of cooperative
binding when α > 1. With Eq. (2), we find

α

α0
=

γ2
AA ·B

γAAγAA ·B2

, (3)

where α0 = K2(0)/K1(0) is the cooperativity factor in
the absence of crowders. If, instead of two monovalent
B molecules, AA binds another divalent molecule BB,
the second binding step is intramolecular. For this case,
the chelate cooperativity factor is α = K2/(2[BB ]K1)
[25], yielding the same expression for α/α0 but with a
different α0. In the following, we consider [AA]T and
[B ]T much smaller than the concentration of crowders
and study how crowding affects cooperativity by com-
puting activity coefficients as functions of ϕ.

SPT results. As a starting point, we use SPT, which
offers approximate analytical expressions for the activ-
ity coefficients of macromolecules and macromolecular
complexes of convex shapes. A protein-ligand complex
can have a larger [39, 40] or a smaller [41–50] radius of
gyration than the corresponding unbound protein. Ac-
cordingly, in our model, we consider AA, AA ·B, and
AA ·B2 complexes to be spheres of radii RAA, RAA ·B =
RAA + δR1, and RAA ·B2

= RAA ·B + δR2, respectively
(Fig. 1a), where δR1 and δR2 can be positive or negative.
Assuming also crowders to be spheres of equal radius Rc,
we can estimate the activity coefficients γi with Minton’s
generalized SPT [5] (Sect. S2 A in [38])

ln γi(ϕ) = ln (1 + g) + g

(
3Ri

Rc
+

3R2
i

R2
c

+
R3

i

R3
c

)
+

g2

2

(
9R2

i

R2
c

+
6R3

i

R3
c

)
+ 3g3

R3
i

R3
c

, (4)

where g(ϕ) = ϕ/(1 − ϕ). We combine Eqs. (3) and (4)
to draw a heat map (Fig. 1b) of log(α/α0) (base 10) in
the plane of δR1 and δR2 for ϕ = 40 %. We see that AA
particles that swell and then shrink upon binding two B
particles (point 2) have an enhanced cooperativity. By
contrast, AA particles that shrink and then swell (point
4) have a decrease in cooperativity. The cooperativity of
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particles that swell twice (point 1) or shrink twice (point
3) is hardly affected by crowders. Intuitively, excluded-
volume interactions with crowders become more impor-
tant for larger molecules because they leave less space
for the crowders. In the case of point 2, with intermedi-
ates AA ·B being larger than AA and AA ·B2, crowder-
molecule interactions will suppress [AA ·B ], driving up
[AA] and [AA ·B2 ]. Hence, K1(ϕ) decreases and K2(ϕ)
increases with ϕ, explaining the log(α/α0) > 0 value ob-
served. Similar reasoning explains the trends at points
1, 3, and 4.

Next, we calculate binding curves of [AA ·B2 ]/[AA]T
and [AA ·B ]/[AA]T vs. the scaled density K1[B ]T at
fixed [B ]T /[AA]T . These curves represent numerical so-
lutions to the cubic equation mentioned below Eq. (1)
(see Eq. (S6) in [38])—we again used Minton’s theory
to determine K1(ϕ) and K2(ϕ). Figure 1c concerns
a case where B molecules outnumber AA molecules,
[B ]T /[AA]T = 10. We also set δR1 = 0.1RAA and δR2 =
−0.1RAA, corresponding to point 2 in Fig. 1b. The
[AA ·B2 ]/[AA]T profile has a typical sigmoidal shape
that shifts toward smaller K1(0)[B ] with increasing ϕ.
The sigmoid also becomes steeper with ϕ, which is the
on-off behavior typical of cooperative systems mentioned
in the introduction. Moreover, [AA ·B ] decreases with
crowding—at the highest ϕ = 40 % considered, there are
practically no intermediates AA ·B at any concentration
of monovalent molecules (bottom plot in Fig. 1c).

To characterise a [AA ·B2 ]/[AA]T curve, we define the
position P of its midpoint as the K1(0)[B ] value at which
the derivative d[AA ·B2 ]/d[B ]T is maximal. We also de-
fine the profile width W as the difference in the K1(0)[B ]
values at which the concentrations [AA ·B2 ]/[AA]T are
10/11 and 1/11 of the maximum (i.e., [AA]T ). Note that
W is similar to the switching window of Hunter and An-
derson [23], which dealt with the total concentration of
bound molecules (i.e., the sum of [AA ·B2 ] and [AA ·B ])
instead. In Fig. 1c (top panel), W decreases with crowd-
ing, in line with the increased cooperativity at point 2
in Fig. 1b. The position P decreases with increasing
ϕ because crowders tend to promote binding: for given
K1[B ]T , a larger fraction of AA particles are in the fully
bound state AA ·B2 .

Figure 1d shows P and W vs. ϕ for the four combi-
nations of δR1 and δR2 indicated with numbers 1 to 4
in panel (b). The panel for W corroborates our panel
(b) findings: W varies inversely with the change α/α0

in cooperativity, where molecules that swell and shrink
have large α/α0, hence their W decreases. Molecules for
which δR1 = δR2 (points 1 and 3) showed no change in
cooperativity in panel (b), and, likewise, their window W
vs. ϕ is roughly constant. Interestingly, the positions P
of their binding curves show opposing trends. The con-
ventional wisdom of crowders driving reactions towards
the bound state (i.e. decreasing P ) does not hold for di-
valent molecules that continually swell upon binding and

is, thus, not correct in general. This conclusion is in
line with a recent study by Schreck et al. [12] on protein
folding and aggregation.

Lastly, Fig. 1e shows binding curves for the same set-
tings as in panels (c) and (d) except [B ]T /[AA]T = 0.1;
hence, AA now outnumber B molecules. In absence of
crowders and for large K1(0)[B ], the system is satu-
rated with intermediates AA ·B, while the concentration
of AA ·B2 practically vanishes. This situation changes
when the occupied volume fraction ϕ of crowders in-
creases, especially for the physiologically-relevant value
40 %. In that case, the concentration of fully bound
complexes AA ·B2 reaches values close to the maximum
[AA ·B2 ] ≈ 0.5[B ]T , while the concentration of interme-
diates almost vanishes. This behavior is because crow-
ders enhance cooperativity (for δR1 = −δR2 = 0.1RAA

as considered here), and, in turn, cooperativity promotes
fully-bound complexes. Hence, when AA molecules out-
number B molecules, crowding enables divalent binding.
Activity coefficients from molecular simulations. SPT

is limited to convex shapes and breaks down for high
volume fractions and small crowders. Here, based on
ref. [51], we develop a method for numerically calculat-
ing activity coefficients in crowded media with Monte
Carlo (MC) and Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations.
We consider a molecule of species i to comprise ni beads.
When such a molecule is among Nc crowders at positions
{Rk}, its activity coefficient reads [51, 52] (Sect. S2 in
[38])

γ−1
i ({Rk}) = Zi({Rk})Z−1

i (∅), (5a)

where {Rk} = ∅ signifies the absence of crowders and

Zi({Rk}) =

∫ ni∏
j=1

drj exp [−βUi ({rj})]

× exp

−β

ni∑
j=1

Nc∑
k=1

U(rj −Rk)

 (5b)

is the configurational partition function of the molecule,
where Ui is the intramolecular potential energy of species
i and U(rj −Rk) is the interaction energy of crowder k
with bead j at position rj . To calculate the integral
in Eq. (5a) through the MC method, we reduce it to
(Sect. S2 B in [38])

γ−1
i ({Rk}) ≈ 1

M

M∑
α=1

exp

−β

ni∑
j=1

Nc∑
k=1

U
(
r
(α)
j −Rk

) ,

(6)

where α in r
(α)
j denotes an MC draw with conforma-

tions (i.e., r
(α)
j ) obtained from BD simulations of sin-

gle molecule i, and M is the total number of draws
(Sect. S2 C in [38]). To obtain the activity coefficient
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FIG. 2. Cooperativity from simulations. (a) Schematic
of the binding of a monovalent molecule B (red beads) to a
divalent molecule AA (composed of blue beads). In the first
step, a cyclic AA opens to bind B; in the second step, AA
binds a second B molecule and closes to become a ring again.
(b) Gyration radii of various complexes. (c,d) Cooperativity
as a function of (c) AA length and (d) occupied volume frac-
tion ϕ. The bead radius is 1 nm, and the crowder radius is
Rc = 5.1 nm, corresponding to Ficoll 70. For the cytoplasm,
ϕ ≈ 42.6 %.

in a crowded system, we average over the distribution of
crowders, γ−1

i = ⟨γ−1
i ({Rk})⟩c, where we used BD simu-

lation to obtain crowder configurations in the absence of
molecule i (Sect. S2 D in [38]).

While this approach is general, in all our calculations
below, we consider only hard-sphere interactions U =
UHS (see Eq. (S23) in [38]) between beads and crowders.
In this case, we have γ−1

i = Vacc,i/V , with V the volume
of the system and Vacc,i the average volume accessible
to molecule i, that is, not excluded by crowders. Thus,
the activity of the molecular species i is ai ≡ γi[i] =
Ni/Vacc,i, where Ni is the number of molecules i.

Polymer bead models of divalent molecules. Polymer
bead chains are simplistic models of macromolecules
in which ring-forming end-to-end reactions may repre-
sent the folding of protein or single-stranded DNA or
other conformational changes [53]. We consider a cyclic
AA molecule of nAA beads that opens to bind a first
B molecule and closes again after binding another B
molecule (Fig. 2a). Figure 2b shows the gyration radii
of the AA, AA ·B, and AA ·B2 molecule complexes. For
nAA > 2, an AA first swells and then shrinks upon bind-
ing two B molecules [54]. This case, therefore, corre-

sponds to point 2 of Fig. 1b, for which SPT predicted
enhanced cooperativity. Simulation results shown in
Fig. 2c,d confirm that the cooperativity increases with
crowding for all polymer lengths. The magnitude of
the observed crowding-induced cooperativity change in-
creases with increasing AA length, likely because the
differences in the gyration radii increase with the num-
ber of beads. We also studied linear AA polymers and
AA polymers binding to divalent BB particles, and again
found increasing cooperativity with increasing AA length
(Figs. S4 and S5 in [38]).

Unlike the models we have discussed so far, the cy-
toplasm contains crowders of various shapes and sizes.
To account for polydispersity in size, we use a mixture
of spherical crowders of different radii modeled after the
cytoplasm of E. coli [55]. For this cytoplasm model, co-
operativity of divalent binding again increases with the
AA length (Fig. 2c). For the largest AA considered (30
beads), the reaction is more than seven times more co-
operative inside the cytoplasm than in infinite dilution.
Note a crossover between the cooperativities in the cy-
toplasm (ϕ ≈ 42.6 %) and the most crowded Ficoll 70
system (ϕ ≈ 44.2 %). A similar crossover has been re-
ported in the case of macromolecular diffusion [56], un-
derlining the importance of the composition of a crowded
environment [57–59].

Immunoglobulin G (IgG)–antigen binding. After
these generic considerations, we focus on a biologically-
relevant example of divalent binding of IgG, which is one
of the most common types of antibody. IgG is a Y-
shaped protein, each tip of which binds to the antigen of
a microbe or infected cell. To determine how crowders
affect IgG-antigen binding, we use a coarse-grained IgG
model, which we introduce in an upcoming article [60]
(see Sect. S3 in [38]). This model reproduces the experi-
mentally measured angle distributions [61] and hydrody-
namic radius of IgG [9]. Since IgG binds to antigens on
the surface of a pathogen, we consider divalent binding at
a flat surface. For comparison, however, we first evaluate
the cooperativity of IgG-antigen binding in bulk, both for
unconstrained antigens and when two antigens are at dif-
ferent fixed separations ℓ (the latter yields a system with
chelate cooperativity). In all cases, the cooperativity in-
creases with crowding (Fig. 3b, full triangles), similar to
the polymer bead model considered above. The coop-
erativity increases most for small ℓ, likely because the
crowders squeeze an IgG, making it more likely to bind
antigens connected at smaller separations.

Unlike in bulk, the IgG-antigen cooperativity decreases
when the binding occurs at a surface (Fig. 3b, open trian-
gles). Arguably, crowding promotes the binding of a first
antigen because an IgG-antigen complex at the surface
excludes less volume than a similar complex in bulk; the
same mechanism does not promote the binding of a sec-
ond antigen, as the partially-bound IgG is already at the
surface (Fig. S6 in [38]). The equilibrium constant K1
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FIG. 3. IgG–antigen binding in crowded environ-
ments. (a) Schematics showing a model IgG, antigens, and
a crowder. An IgG binds to antigens by two flexible arms
modelled by two beads each. We consider binding in bulk
and at a surface. (b) Cooperativity for IgG-antigen binding
as a function of the occupied volume fraction of crowders ϕ.
The results for binding in bulk and on a surface are shown by
full and open symbols with the same color code, respectively.
(c) The same as (b) but for the total equilibrium constant.

thus increases with crowding more than K2, and hence
α = K2/K1 decreases. Still, we observe an increase in
the total equilibrium constant K = K1K2 in all cases
(Fig. 3c), in line with the traditional view that crowding
enhances association.

Conclusion. We have studied how crowding affects
the binding of a divalent molecule AA to two monova-
lent molecules B. By using SPT, we found that crowd-
ing could enhance or reduce cooperativity, depending on
the sizes of the different molecular complexes (Fig. 1).
When the AA molecules substantially outnumber the
B molecules, divalent binding only occurs in the pres-
ence of crowders. We developed a general simulation
method to compute activity coefficients under crowded
conditions and applied it to bead-chain AA molecules
binding to single-bead B molecules (Fig. 2), corroborat-
ing our SPT findings. We also studied how crowding
affects IgG-antigen binding using coarse-grained models
for both molecules. We found opposite trends, where
crowding enhances cooperativity for bulk reactions but
reduces it when the antibody binds to antigens on a sur-
face. Our results suggest that crowding can substantially
affect divalent binding, which we hope stimulates further
theoretical and experimental studies. Future work may
focus on applying our simulation method to atomistic

models of reacting biomolecules and investigating the ki-
netics of divalent binding in biologically-relevant crowded
environments.
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